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To fight evasion, many developing countries use production-inefficient
tax policies. This includes minimum tax schemes whereby firms are
taxed on either profits or turnover, depending on which tax liability
is larger. Such schemes create nonstandard kink points, which allow
for eliciting evasion responses to switches between profit and turnover
taxes using a bunching approach. Using administrative data on corpora-
tions in Pakistan, we estimate that turnover taxes reduce evasion by up to
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60–70 percent of corporate income. Incorporating this in a calibrated
optimal tax model, we find that switching from profit to turnover tax-
ation increases revenue by 74 percent without reducing aggregate.

I. Introduction

A central result in public economics is that tax systems should maintain
full production efficiency even in second-best environments ðDiamond
and Mirrlees 1971Þ. This result permits taxes on consumption, wages,
and profits but precludes taxes on intermediate inputs, turnover, and
trade. The result has been very influential in the policy advice given to
developing countries, but a key concern with such advice is that the
underlying theoretical assumptions are ill-suited to settings with limited
tax capacity. In particular, the result is based on an environment with
perfect tax enforcement—zero tax evasion at zero administrative costs—
which is clearly at odds with the situation in developing countries. Once
we allow for tax evasion or informality, it may be desirable to deviate from
production efficiency if this leads to less evasion and therefore greater
revenue efficiency. While there is some theoretical work along these lines
ðe.g., Emran and Stiglitz 2005; Gordon and Li 2009Þ, there is virtually no
empirical evidence on the trade-off between production and revenue ef-
ficiency in the choice of tax instruments.1

To address this question empirically, we exploit a production ineffi-
cient tax policy commonly observed in developing countries. This is the
imposition of minimum tax schemes according to which firms are taxed
either on profits or on turnover ðwith a lower rate applying to turnoverÞ,
depending on which tax liability is larger.2 This policy has beenmotivated
by the idea that the broader turnover base is harder to evade, an argu-

1 A few studies have taken a macro cross-country approach focusing on trade vs. domes-
tic taxes ðBaunsgaard and Keen 2010; Cage and Gadenne 2014Þ.

2 Such minimum tax schemes have been implemented in numerous developing coun-
tries, including Argentina, Bolivia, Cambodia, Cameroon, Chad, Colombia, Democratic Re-
public of the Congo, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Guatemala, Guinea,
Honduras, India, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Laos, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritania, Mexico, Mo-
rocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Republic of the Congo, Rwanda,
Senegal, Taiwan, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, and Tunisia ðsee Ernst & Young ½2013� for
a descriptionÞ. Most of these minimum tax schemes are based on turnover, but a few of
them are based on alternative bases such as total assets or broader taxable income mea-
sures in between profits and turnover.
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ment that seems intuitive but is so far untested. Crucially, theseminimum
tax schemes give rise to kink points in firms’ choice sets: the tax rate and
tax base jump discontinuously at a threshold profit rate ðprofits as a share
of turnoverÞ, but tax liability is continuous at the threshold. We show that
such kinks provide an ideal setting for estimating evasion responses to
switches between profit and turnover taxes using a bunching approach,
allowing us to evaluate the desirability of deviating from production ef-
ficiency to achieve greater compliance.
The basic empirical idea is that excess bunching at the minimum tax

kink will be driven ðmostlyÞ by evasion or avoidance responses rather than
by real production responses. To see this, consider the firm-level incen-
tives under a turnover tax as compared to a pure profit tax. Because turn-
over is a much broader base than profits, minimum tax schemes in gen-
eral involve turnover tax rates that are much smaller than profit tax rates.
In our application to Pakistan, the turnover tax rate is 0.5 percent while
the profit tax rate is 35 percent. The low turnover tax rate implies that
this tax introduces only a small distortion to real production at the in-
tensive margin, while a profit tax levied on true economic profits would
be associated with a zero distortion of real production at the intensive
margin. Hence, the change in real production incentives around the kink
is small. On the other hand, because the tax bases are completely differ-
ent on each side of the kink, there will be a large change in evasion in-
centives if those bases are associated with different evasion opportunities.
Hence, if we see large bunching at the minimum tax kink, this is difficult
to reconcile with real output responses under reasonable elasticity param-
eters and provides prima facie evidence of an evasion response to the
switch between turnover and profit taxation.
In the paper we provide two important clarifications to the argument

that bunching represents tax evasion. First, while the preceding para-
graph compares a turnover tax to a nondistortionary tax on pure prof-
its, the argument is robust to allowing for distortionary profit taxes. The
real production incentives introduced by distortionary profit taxes do
not contribute to bunching at the kink, but create movements away from
the kink. Second, the absence of real responses to the minimum tax kink
does not imply that the economywide production distortions of turn-
over taxation are small. Overall distortions may be substantial because of
general equilibrium cascading effects ðtaxing the same item multiple
times through the production chain; see, e.g., Keen 2013Þ and extensive
margin responses ðas total tax liability can be large because of the broad-
ness of the turnover base; see, e.g., Auerbach, Devereux, and Simpson
2010Þ. However, bunching at the kink captures only the partial equilib-
rium intensive margin response. Bunching will therefore not be driven
by these other effects, enabling us to bound the extent of evasion.
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Using administrative data containing the universe of corporate tax
returns in Pakistan between 2006 and 2010, we find large and sharp
bunching in reported profit rates around the kink point that separates
the turnover tax and profit tax regimes. By exploiting variation in the
minimum tax kink over time and across firms, we show that the bunch
moves with changes in the location of the kink, that it increases in the size
of the kink, and that it completely disappears during a temporary elimi-
nation of the kink. These findings provide compelling nonparametric
evidence that firms respond to the minimum tax incentives in the way
that we expect. The weakness of real incentives around the kink suggests
that evasion is an important part of the story. We consider a competing
hypothesis in which lazy reporting of costs by firms that fall within the
turnover tax regime contribute to bunching. Such reporting errors would
lead us to overstate deliberate evasion, but we present an empirical test
showing that lazy reporting is in practice not a key confounder.
Using a simple model and a range of assumptions about the real out-

put elasticity, we convert our bunching estimates into evasion estimates.
We show that turnover taxes reduce evasion by up to 60–70 percent of
corporate income compared to profit taxes. The evasion estimates are
not very sensitive to the size of the real output elasticity, because the small
change in real incentives around the kink implies that real responses
contribute very little to bunching even under very large elasticities.
We use our empirical estimates to analyze the optimal choice of tax

base and tax rate. We find that a switch from profit taxation to turnover
taxation ðat amuch lower tax rateÞ can increase corporate tax revenues by
74 percent without decreasing aggregate after-tax profits ðhence rep-
resenting a welfare gainÞ. The reason is that the loss of production
efficiency is more than compensated for by the increase in revenue effi-
ciency due to larger compliance. While these gains are based on a uni-
form turnover tax on all firms, we argue that heterogeneity in evasion
may justify a minimum tax regime that limits turnover taxation to a sub-
set of firms with low reported profit rates.
Our paper contributes to several literatures. First, we contribute to the

recent bunching literature ðSaez 2010; Chetty et al. 2011; Kleven and
Waseem 2013Þ by developing an approach that exploits the simultaneous
discontinuity in tax rate and tax base. Our approach has wider applica-
bility than the specific minimum tax scheme considered here, including
policies such as the Alternative Minimum Tax in the United States. Sec-
ond, we add to an emerging empirical literature on public finance and
development using administrative microdata ðKleven and Waseem 2013;
Kumler, Verhoogen, and Frı́as 2013; Pomeranz 2013; Carrillo, Pomeranz,
and Singhal 2015Þ. Third, a theoretical literature has studied the impli-
cations of limited tax capacity for optimal taxation ðEmran and Stiglitz
2005; Keen 2008; Gordon and Li 2009; Kleven, Kreiner, and Saez 2009;
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Dharmapala,Slemrod,andWilson2011Þ.Whilemostof thesepapers study
movements between formal and informal sectors and do not develop
quantitative implications for policy, our paper studies corporate tax eva-
sion at the intensive margin and derives simple expressions for optimal
tax policy that depend on parameters that we estimate. Fourth, our pa-
per develops a novel quasi-experimental methodology for the estimation
of evasion, which can easily be replicated in other contexts as the tax var-
iation needed is ubiquitous.3 Finally, we contribute to the large literature
studying responses by corporations to the tax code ðsee Auerbach ½2002�,
Hassett and Hubbard ½2002�, and Auerbach et al. ½2010� for surveysÞ.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents our theoretical

model, which is used in Section III to develop an empirical methodology
based on minimum tax schemes. Section IV describes the context and
data, and Section V presents our empirical results. Section VI numerically
analyzes optimal policy, while Section VII presents conclusions.

II. Theoretical Model

This section develops a stylized model of the optimal taxation of firms in
which firms decide how much to produce and what to declare for tax
purposes. The analysis considers a government setting both the tax rate
and the tax base in the presence of tax evasion. Our model incorporates
the notion that a tax on output ðturnoverÞ is harder to evade than a tax
on profits, the argument being that it is harder to evade a broader base
and that it may be easier to fabricate costs than to conceal revenues.4

When tax enforcement is perfect, the optimal tax system leaves the firm’s
production decision undistorted by taxing profits. When tax enforce-
ment is imperfect, it becomes optimal to move toward a distortionary tax
on output if this discourages tax evasion by firms. We first consider the
trade-off between production efficiency and revenue efficiency ðcompli-
anceÞ in a partial equilibrium analysis of final good production and then
show how the analysis extends to a general equilibrium setting with in-
termediate good production. The stylized model allows us to identify
sufficient statistics that capture this trade-off and guides our empirical
strategy in the next section. Specifically, the partial equilibrium analysis
depends on sufficient statistics that we estimate empirically, whereas the

3 A vast literature has tried to estimate tax evasion using a variety of macroeconomic and
microeconomic approaches ðas surveyed by Andreoni, Erard, and Feinstein ½1998�, Slem-
rod and Yitzhaki ½2002�, and Slemrod and Weber ½2012�Þ. However, except for the rare oc-
casions in which randomized tax audits are available ðe.g., Slemrod, Blumenthal, and Chris-
tian 2001; Kleven et al. 2011Þ, methodological limitations mean that the credibility and
precision of these estimates are questionable.

4 When the output price is normalized to 1, turnover and output are identical, and so we
will use the terms “output tax” and “turnover tax” interchangeably throughout the paper.
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general equilibrium analysis depends on some additional parameters
that we do not estimate in this paper.

A. Tax Policy in Partial Equilibrium

A firm chooses how much output y to produce at a strictly convex and
differentiable cost cðyÞ. The firm may misreport costs ĉ ≠ cðyÞ at a strictly
convex and differentiable cost of misreporting g ðĉ 2 cðyÞÞ with gð0Þ5 0.5

The firm pays taxes T ðy; ĉÞ5 tðy 2 mĉÞ depending on its output and de-
clared costs. The tax liability is determined by the tax rate t and a tax
base parameter m. The tax base parameter is the share of costs that can
be deducted from a firm’s revenues when determining the tax base. The
tax base thus ranges from an output tax base ðm5 0Þ to a pure profit tax
base ðm 5 1Þ. The ability to misreport costs captures the ease of evading
profit taxes relative to evading output taxes.
The firm chooses y and ĉ in order to maximize after-tax profits,

Pðy; ĉÞ5 ð12 tÞy 2 cðyÞ1 tmĉ 2 g ðĉ 2 cðyÞÞ: ð1Þ
The actual after-tax profits Pð�Þ are in general different from reported
after-tax profits P̂; ð12 tÞy 2 ĉ 1 tmĉ. At the firm’s optimum,

c 0ðyÞ5 12 t
12 m

12 tm
; 12 tE ; ð2Þ

g 0ðĉ 2 cðyÞÞ ≥ tm: ð3Þ

The output level is decreasing in the effective marginal tax rate tE. This
rate represents the tax wedge between the social and private returns to
output. For a pure profit tax base ðm 5 1Þ, this wedge disappears and
the output choice is efficient, regardless of the statutory tax rate. For
an output tax base ðm 5 0Þ, the effective tax rate equals the statutory tax
rate. The impact of the statutory tax rate t and the base parameter m on
the firm’s output choice depends on the implied change in the effective
tax rate tE with ytE/yt ≥ 0 and ytE/ym ≤ 0. The change from a high tax rate
on a profit tax base to a lower tax rate on a broader output tax base will
affect the firm’s output choice only if it affects the effective tax rate tE.
The level of evasion is increasing in the base parameter m and is thus

higher for a profit tax base than for an output tax base. The level of eva-
sion is also increasing in the tax rate t. The latter result relies on the as-
sumption that the cost of evasion gð�Þ depends on the difference between
reported and true costs rather than on the difference between reported

5 The modeling of evasion ðor avoidanceÞ based on a convex and deterministic cost
function gð� Þ originates from Mayshar ð1991Þ and Slemrod ð2001Þ.
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and true tax liability ðAllingham and Sandmo 1972; Yitzhaki 1974Þ. The
tax capacity of the government determines the cost of trying to evade
taxes. When this evasion cost is sufficiently high ðg 0ð0Þ > tmÞ, the firm re-
ports its true tax liability and the tax is perfectly enforced, regardless of
whether profits or output is taxed.
The government sets the tax parameters t, m to maximize welfare sub-

ject to an exogenous revenue requirement R . In this stylized framework,
this amounts to maximizing after-tax profits ðcorresponding to aggre-
gate consumption by firm ownersÞ subject to the revenue requirement.
We assume that the private cost of evasion gð�Þ is also a social cost.6Hence,
the welfare objective of the government can be written as

W 5 Pðy; ĉÞ1 l½T ðy; ĉ Þ2 R �; ð4Þ
where the firm’s choices satisfy ð2Þ and ð3Þ and l ≥ 1 denotes the ðendog-
enousÞmarginal cost of public funds. When there is no evasion, the gov-
ernment’s problem is simple.
Lemma 1 ðProduction efficiency in partial equilibriumÞ. With perfect

tax enforcement ðdefined as g 0ð0Þ > 1 ≥ tmÞ, the optimal tax base is given
by the firm’s pure profit ði.e., m5 1Þ.
Proof. For m 5 1, we have tE 5 0 and hence c 0ðyÞ 5 1, which ensures

first-best output under any tax rate t. The government sets t5 R/½y2 cðyÞ�
to satisfy its revenue constraint. QED
When we allow for evasion, the government’s tax revenue can be de-

composed into the revenue based on the true tax base and the forgone
revenue due to misreporting the base,

T ðy; ĉÞ5 t � ðy 2 mĉÞ|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
reported base

5 t �
�
½y 2 mcðyÞ�|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

true base

2 m½ĉ 2 cðyÞ�|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
unreported base

�
:

The government can raise revenue by increasing the tax rate ðt ↑Þ or in-
creasing the tax base ðm ↓Þ. Increases in both the tax rate and the tax base
create a larger effective tax rate ðtE ↑Þ and thus decrease the firm’s real

6 The assumption that the private and social costs of evasion are the same is important
for efficiency and optimal tax results ðSlemrod 1995; Slemrod and Yitzhaki 2002; Chetty
2009Þ. Examples of social evasion costs include productivity losses from operating in cash,
not keeping accurate accounting books, and otherwise changing the production process to
eliminate verifiable evidence. While including the evasion cost as a social cost is the natural
starting point for developing countries where the revenue loss from evasion is a first-order
social concern, it is conceptually straightforward to generalize this assumption. As we
demonstrate in the online appendix, if the social cost of evasion is a fraction k of the private
cost, then the evasion term in the optimal tax rule that we derive ðproposition 1 belowÞ is
simply scaled by the factor k. Hence, the qualitative mechanisms that we emphasize ðbut of
course not the quantitative importanceÞ survive as long as k > 0.
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output level. The evasion effects, on the other hand, are not symmet-
ric: while a larger tax rate increases the level of misreporting, a larger
tax base decreases the level of misreporting. We may state the following
proposition.

Proposition 1 ðProduction inefficiency inpartial equilibriumÞ. With
imperfect tax enforcement ðdefined as g 0ð0Þ 5 0 ≤ tmÞ, the optimal tax
base is interior, that is, m ∈ ð0, 1Þ. The optimal tax system satisfies

t

12 t ˙
ytE
yt

ðmÞ5 GðmÞ˙
εĉ2c

εy
; ð5Þ

where

εĉ2c ;
yðĉ 2 cÞ
ytm

tm

ĉ 2 c
≥ 0

is the elasticity of evasion with respect to tm,

εy ;
yy

yð12 tEÞ
12 tE

y
≥ 0

is the elasticity of real output with respect to 1 2 tE, and GðmÞ; ½ĉ 2
cðyÞ�=P̂ ≥ 0 is the level of evasion as a share of reported profits. We have

ytE
yt

ðmÞ5 12 m

ð12 tmÞ2 ≥ 0:

Proof. See the Appendix.
In the presence of evasion, it is always optimal to introduce at least some

production inefficiency by setting m < 1. To understand the optimal tax
rule ð5Þ, note that the left-hand side ½t=ð12 tÞ�˙½ytEðmÞ=yt� reflects the ef-
fective distortion of real production. This production distortion is equal
to t/ð1 2 tÞ when m 5 0, equal to zero when m 5 1, and typically mono-
tonically decreasing between those two extremes.7 At the social optimum,
the production wedgemust be equal to the ratio between the evasion and
output elasticities εĉ2c=εy scaled by the evasion rate GðmÞ. The evasion rate
is equal to zero when m 5 0 and is typically increasing in m.
The formula highlights the trade-off between production efficiency

ðcaptured by the real output elasticityÞ and revenue efficiency ðcaptured
by the evasion elasticityÞ when setting the tax base m. If the evasion elas-
ticity is small relative to the real output elasticity ðεĉ2c=εy ≈ 0Þ, the produc-
tion efficiency concern will be strong relative to the revenue efficiency

7 Here we use that ðytE/ytÞð0Þ 5 1, ðytE/ytÞð1Þ 5 0, and that the cross derivative
y2tE/ytym is everywhere negative whenever t ∈ ½0, 1/ð2 2 mÞ�. The latter condition is satis-
fied for any tax rate below 50 percent, a very weak condition on a corporate income tax rate.
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concern, and so it will be socially optimal to move close to a pure profit
tax by setting m ≈ 1 such that

t

12 t ˙
ytEðmÞ
yt

≈ 0:

Conversely, if the evasion elasticity is large relative to the real output elas-
ticity, the revenue efficiency concern will be relatively strong, and this
makes it optimal to move toward the output tax by lowering m, thereby
simultaneously decreasing the evasion rate GðmÞ and increasing the pro-
duction wedge until equation ð5Þ is satisfied.8 The former case is arguably
the one that applies to a developed country context, whereas the latter
case captures a developing country context. Our stylized framework thus
highlights the starkly different policy recommendations in settings with
strong versus weak tax capacity. Finally, note that equation ð5Þ also identi-
fies sufficient statistics for evaluating the optimal tax policy in this partial
equilibrium framework, which we will study empirically in Section VI.9

B. Tax Policy in General Equilibrium

We now extend our stylizedmodel to incorporate intermediate good pro-
duction. We confirm the optimality of a profit tax in the absence of eva-
sion, in line with the production efficiency theorem in Diamond and
Mirrlees ð1971Þ, and generalize the optimal tax rule in the presence of tax
evasion. The extension sheds light on two key general equilibrium effects
of firm taxation and how they affect the optimal tax rule. First, moving
away from a pure profit base causes cascading of tax distortions through
the production chain, distorting the input mix and scale of downstream
firms. Second, moving away from a pure profit base has an incidence ef-
fect, as price changes shift income between the final good sector and the
intermediate good sector.
To see these effects, consider an economy with two firms operating in

different sectors. Firm A produces an intermediate good yA using labor
lA. Firm B produces a final good yB using labor lB and the intermediate

8 The optimal tax rate t changes endogenously as m changes to satisfy the revenue con-
straint.

9 Our decomposition into real output and evasion elasticities is not in contradiction
with the sufficiency of taxable income elasticities for welfare analysis ðFeldstein 1999Þ. It is
possible to rewrite eq. ð5Þ in terms of the elasticities of taxable profits with respect to the tax
rate t and the tax base m, respectively. If taxable profits aremore responsive to an increase in
the tax rate than to an increase in the tax base, this implies a relatively low efficiency cost
associated with the tax base increase and therefore a low optimal m. The presence of evasion,
however, suggests an explanation for why these taxable profit responses may diverge as
evasion is expected to respond in opposite directions to an increase in the tax rate ðt ↑Þ and
an increase in the tax base ðm ↓Þ. Our empirical methodology builds on this decomposition
into real responses and evasion.
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good yA. Both firms can misreport their costs for tax purposes by incur-
ring an additive evasion cost gið�Þ for firm i5 A, B. Firm i ’s tax liability is
T ðyi ; ĉ iÞ5 tðpiyi 2 mĉ iÞ, where pi is the price of the good it produces. We
normalize the price of the final good to pB 5 1. We denote the wage rate
by w and assume that labor is supplied perfectly elastically at this wage.
Firm A has a linear technology that converts labor into output one for

one, yA 5 lA. This simplifying assumption implies that the equilibrium
price of the intermediate good is simply determined by

w 5 pA
12 t

12 tm
5 pAð12 tEÞ;

equalizing the marginal cost and marginal benefit of producing the in-
termediate good. The production technology for firm B is given by yB 5
FðlB, yAÞ, and so firm B’s input decisions satisfy

w 5 F 0
lB ˙

12 t

12 tm
5 F 0

lB ˙ð12 tEÞ;
w 5 F 0

yA ˙ð12 tEÞ2:

The latter condition equalizes the marginal cost and benefit of using the
intermediate good to increase final good production at price pA5w/ð12
tEÞ. A positive effective tax rate not only distorts the scale of production
but also distorts the input mix in the final goods sector away from the
intermediate good. As a result the marginal rate of technical substitution
MRTSlB ;yA 5 F 0

lB
=F 0

yA
5 12 tE is distorted and F 0

yA
> F 0

lB
. The use of interme-

diate inputs for production is taxed twice: once at the intermediate
production stage and once at the final production stage. This illustrates a
new source of production inefficiency from a turnover tax that arises in
general equilibrium—cascading through the production chain. As in the
partial equilibrium analysis, the production distortions can be avoided by
using a profit tax such that the effective tax rate is zero. We can state the
following lemma.

Lemma 2 ðProduction efficiency in general equilibriumÞ. With per-
fect tax enforcement ðdefined as g 0ð0Þ > 1 ≥ tmÞ, the optimal tax base is
given by the firm’s pure profit ði.e., m 5 1Þ.
Proof. Suppose tE > 0. If lB decreases by D while lA increases by D, then

yA 5 lA increases by D. Because F 0
yA
> F 0

lB
, this implies that yB increases.

Hence, total production has increased using the same amount of pri-
mary input, implying that tE > 0 cannot be optimal. Under tE 5 0 ðm5 1Þ,
the revenue requirement can be satisfied by appropriately selecting t.
QED
In the presence of imperfect tax enforcement, each firm i 5 A, B will

declare cost ĉi such that
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g 0
i ðĉ i 2 ciÞ5 tm:

An increase in the tax base ðm ↓Þ discourages evasion by both the firm
producing the final good and the firm producing the intermediate good.
The optimal tax rule trades off production efficiency and revenue effi-
ciency in this general equilibrium setting.

Proposition 2 ðProduction inefficiency in general equilibriumÞ. With
imperfect tax enforcement ðdefined as g 0ð0Þ 5 0 ≤ tmÞ, the optimal tax
base is interior, that is, m ∈ ð0, 1Þ. The optimal tax system satisfies

t

12 t ˙
ytE
yt

ðmÞ˙
�

b½11 aðmÞ�
11 ð12 bÞεpA

�
5 GðmÞ˙

εĉ2c

εy
; ð6Þ

where

aðmÞ5MRTSlb ;yA=

�
11MRTSlb ;yA

�
ylB
ytE

. yyA
ytE

��

is the production wedge caused by cascading, b 5 yB/ðpAyA 1 yBÞ is the
share of the final good sector in total turnover, and εpA 5 ðypA=ytEÞ=ðtE=pAÞ
is the elasticity of the intermediate good’s price with respect to the ef-
fective tax rate.
Proof. See the Appendix.
The optimal tax rule is the same as in the partial equilibrium case, but

with the addition of the term inbraces capturing cascading and incidence
effects in the general equilibrium setting. The numerator captures the
impact of cascading: aðmÞ ≥ 0 represents the effect of distorting the input
mix of the final good sector when increasing tE and is larger the more
substitutable labor and the intermediate good are in production, that
is, the smaller ðylB=ytEÞ=ðyyA=ytEÞ is. Since cascading distorts production
in the final good sector, its impact on the optimal policy rule is larger
when the share of output coming from the final goods sector, b, is larger.
The larger the cascading effect is, the more important production effi-
ciency concerns are, and the narrower the optimal tax base ðlarger mÞ.
The denominator captures an incidence effect as an increase in the

effective tax rate tE increases the price of the intermediate good, shifting
income from the final goods sector to the intermediate good sector, re-
ducing the importance of the efficiency of final goods production. The
more responsive the intermediate good’s price is ðlarger εpAÞ and the
larger the intermediate sector is ðlarger 1 2 bÞ, the less important pro-
duction efficiency concerns are, and the broader the optimal tax base
ðsmaller mÞ.
Note that the production wedge still disappears when m 5 1, and so

formula ð6Þ implies that a pure profit tax remains suboptimal in general
equilibrium. The formula highlights precisely how the trade-off between
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production efficiency and revenue efficiency changes in general equilib-
rium. Since the cascading and incidence effects have offsetting impacts
on the importance of production efficiency in the optimal tax rule, it is
ambiguous whether the implementation of the partial equilibrium tax
rule over- or underestimates the optimal tax base. We can state the fol-
lowing corollary.

Corollary 1 ðPartial versus general equilibriumÞ. Assuming that
ðytE/ytÞðmÞ is monotonically decreasing and GðmÞ is monotonically in-
creasing in m, the partial equilibrium model implies a smaller m ðbroader
tax baseÞ than the general equilibrium model iff b½11 aðmÞ�=½11 ð12
bÞεpA � > 1.
Hence, the partial equilibrium analysis is more likely to overstate the

case for output taxationwhen the share of output in thefinal goods sector
is large ðb is largeÞ and when labor and intermediate inputs are highly
substitutable in the final goods sector ða ≫ 1Þ.

C. General Second Best with Many Tax Instruments

The previous sections have analyzed a highly stylized setting in which the
government can raise revenue only by taxing firms. While this is an over-
simplification, it may not be unreasonable to focus on firm taxation.
High enforcement and/or administrative costs force governments to rely
heavily on taxes collected from firms rather than individuals and mean
that some form of taxation of firms will always be present in low–fiscal
capacity environments. Indeed, this is what is observed in countries with
low fiscal capacity ðGordon and Li 2009; Besley and Persson 2013Þ and
how theory suggests governments should optimally respond ðKopczuk
and Slemrod 2006; Dharmapala et al. 2011Þ.
More importantly, the qualitative prediction of our model—that op-

timal policy deviates from production efficiency in the presence of eva-
sion—applies to a broad class of second-best settings with many tax in-
struments. Specifically, our results are related to a classic insight in the
public finance literature that when at least one commodity cannot be
taxed and pure profits are not taxed at 100 percent, some production in-
efficiency becomes desirable, even with otherwise unrestricted tax instru-
ments ðStiglitz and Dasgupta 1971; Munk 1978, 1980Þ. In our model with
evasion, when m 5 1 so that production is efficient, the profit tax does
not correspond to a tax on true economic rents: unreported profits net
of evasion costs, ðĉ 2 cÞ2 g ðĉ 2 cÞ, go untaxed. In this case, it will always
be desirable to deviate from production efficiency if this allows the gov-
ernment to extract some of the untaxed rents. Starting from m 5 1, in-
troducing a little bit of production inefficiency produces only a second-
order welfare loss, while the benefit of indirectly taxing economic rents
from evasion is first-order. This conceptual argument is unaffected by
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the existence of other instruments such as production-efficient consump-
tion taxes. Naturally, a richer model featuring a richer set of instruments
would have quantitative implications for how far the government would
wish to deviate from production efficiency, but the qualitative conclusion
that some production inefficiency is optimal in the presence of evasion
would remain unchanged.

III. Empirical Methodology Using Minimum Tax Schemes

Using our theoretical framework, this section develops an empirical meth-
odology that exploits a type of minimum tax scheme common to many
developing countries, including Pakistan, which we consider in the em-
pirical application below. Under this type of minimum tax scheme, if the
profit tax liability of a firm falls below a certain threshold, the firm is taxed
on an alternative, much broader tax base than profits. The alternative tax
base is typically turnover ðe.g., in PakistanÞ, and we focus on this case to be
consistent with our empirical application.We show that suchminimum tax
schemes give rise to ðnonstandardÞ kink points that produce firm bunch-
ing and that the bunching incentives vary greatly on the real production
and compliance margins. We develop our approach within the simple
partial equilibrium model of Section II.A, because general equilibrium
cascading effects of turnover taxation do not generate bunching. We also
consider the robustness of our approach to relaxing a number of simpli-
fying assumptions.

A. Minimum Tax Kink and Bunching

Firms pay the maximum of a profit tax ðm 5 1, t 5 tpÞ and an output tax
ðm5 0, t5 tyÞ, where ty < tp. Tax liability is calculated on the basis of their
turnover and reported costs in the following way:

T ðy; ĉÞ5maxftpðy 2 ĉÞ; tyyg: ð7Þ
Firms thus switch between the profit tax and the output tax when

tpðy 2 ĉÞ5 tyy ⇔ p̂;
y 2 ĉ
y

5
ty

tp
: ð8Þ

This implies a fixed cutoff ty/tp for the reported profit rate p̂ ðreported
profits as a share of turnoverÞ: if the profit rate is higher than this cutoff,
firms pay the profit tax; otherwise they pay the output tax. As the re-
ported profit rate crosses the cutoff, the tax rate and tax base change dis-
continuously, but the tax liability ð7Þ is continuous. Hence, this is a kink
ða discontinuous change inmarginal tax incentivesÞ as opposed to a notch
ða discontinuous change in total tax liabilityÞ, but a type of kink concep-
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tually different from those explored in previous work ðSaez 2010; Chetty
et al. 2011Þ because of the joint change in tax rate and tax base. This
joint change affects the incentives for real output and compliance dif-
ferentially. The marginal return to real output 1 2 tE changes from 1 to
1 2 ty when switching from profit to output taxation, whereas the mar-
ginal return to tax evasion tm changes from tp to 0. Hence, for firms whose
reported profit rate falls below the cutoff ty/tp in the absence of the min-
imum tax, the introduction of the minimum tax reduces real output
ðloss of production efficiencyÞ and increases compliance ðgain in revenue
efficiencyÞ.
Figure 1 illustrates how the minimum tax kink at ty/tp creates bunch-

ing in the distribution of reported profit rates. The dashed line repre-
sents the distribution of reported profit rates before the introduction of
a minimum tax ði.e., under a profit taxÞ. Assuming a smooth distribution

FIG. 1.—Bunching methodology using minimum tax schemes. The figure illustrates
the implications of the introduction of a minimum tax on the observed density distribution
of reported profit rates p̂5 ðy 2 ĉÞ=y. The dashed line shows the smooth distribution of
profit rates that would be observed in the absence of the minimum tax, while the solid line
shows the distribution of profit rates that is observed in the presence of the minimum tax.
As discussed in Section II, under the profit tax, firms’ optimality conditions are given by
c 0ðyÞ 5 1 and g 0ðĉ 2 cÞ5 tp. Firms whose optimal reported profit rate under the profit tax
is smaller than ty/tp will adjust their production and reporting decisions in response to
the introduction of the minimum tax to satisfy c 0ðyÞ 5 1 2 ty and g 0ðĉ 2 cÞ5 0, causing
them to decrease both output y and cost evasion ĉ 2 c . Both responses move their reported
profit rate up toward the kink. Firms whose profit rate was close to the kink before in-
troduction of the minimum tax pile up at the kink, which gives rise to an observed excess
mass around the kink when accounting for optimization errors. Color version available as
an online enhancement.
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of firm profitability ðthrough heterogeneity in either marginal produc-
tion costs c 0ð� Þ or marginal evasion costs g 0ð� ÞÞ, this baseline distribution
of profit rates is smooth and we denote it by f0ðp̂Þ. The introduction of
a minimum tax ði.e., an output tax for p̂ ≤ ty=tpÞ reduces the marginal
return to real output from 1 to 1 2 ty and reduces the marginal return
to evasion from tp to 0 for firms initially below the cutoff. These firms
respond to the smaller real return by reducing output, which leads to an
increase in their profit rates under decreasing returns to scale. They re-
spond to the smaller evasion return by reducing tax evasion, which leads
to a further increase in their reported profit rates. Both responses there-
fore create a right shift in the reported profit rate distribution below the
cutoff ðwith no change above the cutoffÞ and produce excess bunching
exactly at the cutoff. Allowing for optimization error ðas in all bunching
studiesÞ, there will be bunching around the cutoff rather than a mass
point precisely at the cutoff, as illustrated in figure 1.10

Bunchers at the kink point ty/tp come from a continuous segment
½ty=tp 2 Dp̂; ty=tp� of the baseline distribution f0ðp̂Þ without the kink,
where Dp̂ denotes the profit rate response by the marginal bunching
firm. Conceptually, it is the marginal buncher that reveals the underly-
ing responsiveness to tax incentives as the inframarginal bunchers are
restricted by their close proximity to the kink ðsee Saez 2010; Kleven and
Waseem 2013Þ. Assuming that bunching responses are local ðsuch that
Dp̂ is smallÞ, the total amount of bunching is given by B ≈ Dp̂ ˙ f0ðty=tpÞ.11
Hence, on the basis of estimates of excess bunching B and a counter-
factual density at the kink, it is possible to infer the profit rate response
Dp̂ induced by the kink. This profit rate response can then be linked to
the underlying responses on the real production and compliance mar-
gins. Totally differentiating p̂; ðy 2 ĉÞ=y and using the decomposition
dĉ 5 dðĉ 2 cÞ1 dc, we obtain

Dp̂5

�
ĉ
y
2 c 0ðyÞ

�
dy
y

2
dðĉ 2 cÞ

y
≃
t2y

tp
εy 2

dðĉ 2 cÞ
y

; ð9Þ

where we use that c 0ðyÞ5 1 and ĉ=y 5 12 p̂ ≃ 12 ðty=tpÞ in the vicinity of
the cutoff. The output elasticity is defined as

10 Note that real output reductions below the kink produce excess bunching only under
decreasing returns to scale. In the case of constant ðincreasingÞ returns to scale, real output
reductions below the kink would generate zero bunching ða holeÞ around the minimum
tax kink. Hence, the possibility of nondecreasing returns to scale only strengthens our
main conclusion below that bunching at minimum tax kinks must be driven primarily by
evasion.

11 This relationship uses that the density f0ð� Þ is roughly uniform in a small area Dp̂
around the kink. If the density is strongly sloping around the kink or the bunching area Dp̂
is not small, the relationship can be generalized to account for the slope in the underlying
counterfactual density ðsee Kleven and Waseem 2013Þ.
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εy ;
dy=y

dð12 tEÞ=ð12 tEÞ ;

and we use that dð12 tEÞ=ð12 tEÞ5 2ty when crossing the kink.12

The bunching response Dp̂ thus depends on both the real output re-
sponse and the evasion response, but in very different ways. Consider
first the case without evasion so that the profit rate response is directly
proportional to the real output elasticity, Dp̂ ≃ ðt2y=tpÞεy. In this case,
large bunching ðlarge Dp̂Þ would translate into an extremely large out-
put elasticity. This follows from the observation that t2y=tp will in general
be a tiny number, because output tax rates are always very small as a
result of the broadness of the output base ðe.g., ty is at most 1 percent in
the case of PakistanÞ. The intuition for this result is that the combined
changes in tax base m and tax rate t offset each other to create a very
small change in the real return to output 1 2 tE, which makes the min-
imumtaxkinkavery small interventioninamodelwithoutevasion.Hence,
the presence of large bunching around minimum tax kinks ðwhich is
what we find empiricallyÞ cannot be reconciled with believable real out-
put elasticities in a model without tax evasion and therefore represents
prima facie evidence of evasion.13

Once we allow for evasion in the model, it becomes possible to rec-
oncile large bunching with believable output elasticities as the evasion
response on the right-hand side of equation ð9Þ closes the gap. While we
cannot separately estimate real output and evasion responses using only
one minimum tax kink, equation ð9Þ allows for a bounding exercise on
the evasion response under different assumptions about εy. Because of
the smallness of the factor t2y=tp, the estimated evasion response will be
insensitive to εy. Furthermore, if, in addition to the presence of a mini-
mum tax scheme, there is exogenous variation in the output tax rate ty

12 The above characterization assumes homogeneous responsiveness across firms, im-
plying that there exists a single marginal buncher that reveals Dp̂ ðinframarginal bunchers
respond by less, but they would have been willing to respond by the sameÞ. This simplifies
the exposition, but as shown by Saez ð2010Þ and Kleven andWaseem ð2013Þ, it is possible to
allow for heterogeneity in responsiveness, in which case bunching identifies the average
responsiveness around the kink. Specifically, if we denote the underlying driver of hetero-
geneity by x, there exists a marginal buncher of type x that responds by Dp̂ðxÞ, and bunch-
ing identifies the average response across all x, Ex ½Dp̂ðxÞ�. Equation ð9Þ then splits the profit
rate response into the production and compliance margins for an average firm responding
by Dp̂5 Ex ½Dp̂ðxÞ�.

13 In theory, the real output elasticity could be very large if the production technology is
close to constant returns to scale ðthe elasticity goes to infinity as we converge to constant
returns to scaleÞ. However, near-constant returns to scale imply near-constant profit rates
even under large output responses and therefore no output-driven bunching. In other
words, real output elasticities are large precisely in situations in which output-driven bunch-
ing at the minimum tax kink must be small, and so the observation of large bunching can-
not be credibly explained by real responses under near-constant returns to scale.
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applying to this scheme ðgiving us more than one observation of Dp̂
for the same values of the output elasticity εy and the evasion response
dðĉ 2 cÞ under the exogeneity assumptionÞ, it may be possible to sepa-
rately estimate the real and evasion responses. Variation in the profit tax
rate tp is not useful for separately estimating output and evasion re-
sponses, because the profit tax rate directly affects the evasion response
dðĉ 2 cÞ to the minimum tax kink ðand so does not give us additional ob-
servations of Dp̂ for the same values of dðĉ 2 cÞÞ.

B. Robustness

The kink implied by the minimum tax scheme changes the incentives
for production and evasion differentially. The analysis above shows that
when combining a pure profit tax with a small turnover tax, the change
in real incentives at the kink is minor, implying that substantial bunch-
ing provides evidence for evasion. This section shows that the key in-
sight—that bunching at the minimum tax kink reflects mostly evasion—
is robust to a number of generalizations.

Distortionary Profit Tax

The assumption that the profit tax corresponds to a tax on pure eco-
nomic rent is very strong and stands in sharp contrast to a large body of
literature analyzing the real distortions created by actual corporate in-
come taxes ðe.g., Hassett andHubbard 2002; Auerbach et al. 2010Þ. How-
ever, relaxing this assumption only strengthens our conclusion that ob-
served bunching must be driven overwhelmingly by evasion responses.
Other things equal, the introduction of real distortions in the profit tax
regime implies that when firms move from profit to turnover taxation,
real incentives will deteriorate by less or potentially improve. This addi-
tional effect by itself implies that the minimum tax scheme improves real
incentives below the kink, so that firms respond by increasing their out-
put. An increase in output reduces a firm’s true profit rate ðDp ≤ 0Þ under
nonincreasing returns to scale and thus moves it away from the kink.
Rewriting equation ð9Þ as follows,

Dp̂5 Dp2 d
�
ĉ 2 c
y

�
; ð10Þ

we see clearly that in the case of a distortionary profit tax ðimplying Dp ≤
0 other things equalÞ, real responses cannot be responsible for bunch-
ing at the minimum tax kink ðDp̂ > 0Þ. We conclude that if the effective
marginal tax rate under the profit tax were positive, our estimate of the
evasion response based on the decomposition in ð9Þ would provide a
lower bound.
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Output Evasion

We have so far emphasized cost evasion as the reason for the differential
ease of evasion under profit versus turnover taxation, but this is not cru-
cial for our empirical or conceptual results. Here we extend our model
to allow for output evasion ðreporting output ŷ below true output yÞ in
addition to cost evasion ðreporting costs ĉ above true costs cÞ. Firm prof-
its are given by

P5 y 2 cðyÞ2 tðŷ 2 mĉÞ2 g ðĉ 2 cðyÞ; y 2 ŷÞ;
where g ð�Þ is now the total evasion cost on both margins. The analog of
equation ð9Þ becomes

Dp̂5

�
ĉ
ŷ
2 c 0ðyÞ

�
dy
ŷ

2
dðĉ 2 cÞ

ŷ
2

ĉ
ŷ
dðy 2 ŷÞ

ŷ

≃
t2y

tp
εy
y
ŷ
2

dðĉ 2 cÞ
ŷ

2

�
12

ty

tp

�
dðy 2 ŷÞ

ŷ
;

ð11Þ

decomposing the bunching response Dp̂ into a real output response in
thefirst termand the two evasion responses in the second and third terms.
Three properties of this expression are worth noting. First, the model
preserves the feature that the real response at the kink will be small as it is
scaled by t2y=tp. Second, the presence of bunching ðDp̂ > 0Þ corresponds
to evasion reductions on either the cost margin ð2dðĉ 2 cÞ=ŷ > 0Þ or the
output margin ð2dðy 2 ŷÞ=ŷ > 0Þ when turnover taxation is introduced.
Third, since in the third term we have 1 2 ty/tp ≈ 1, bunching identifies
approximately the aggregate evasion reduction on the twomargins when
switching from profit to turnover taxation. Hence, if there is less evasion
on one margin ðcostsÞ but more evasion on the other margin ðturnoverÞ
under turnover taxation, bunching captures the net effect of the two.
In both the empirical analysis and the calibration exercise in Sections V

and VI, we show that our results are essentially unchanged when con-
sidering the more general model with output evasion.

Filing Costs ðLazy ReportingÞ
If firms face filing costs, bunching may be driven not only by tax evasion
due to cost overreporting under the profit tax but also by filing errors due
to cost underreporting under the turnover tax. To show this, we consider a
model with fixed filing costs per item reported. That is, filing an item is
costly because of the work and documentation that this requires, but the
filing cost does not vary with the amount reported. Under this assump-
tion, the turnover tax regimemakes firmsunderreport thenumber of cost
items, but not the amount per item reported. Such filing responses may
create bunching at the minimum tax kink and therefore represent a po-
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tential confounder for our evasion estimates in Section V. We analyze this
“lazy reporting” hypothesis in the empirical section.
To see this formally, consider a firm that incurs production costs as a

continuum of items j ∈ ½0, 1� such that cðyÞ5 ∫
1

0cðy; jÞdj . For simplicity
assume that the cost items are identical so that cðy, jÞ 5 cðyÞ for all j.
Including an item on the firm’s tax return is costly, requiring the firm to
incur a fixed filing cost fð jÞ, and we adopt the convention that cost items
are ordered so that fð jÞ > fðiÞ whenever j > i.14 The firm can also over-
declare its costs in the categories it chooses to report, ĉ > c, at a convex
cost g ðĉ 2 c; jÞ. For simplicity we assume that this cost is the same for all
categories so that g ðĉ 2 c; jÞ5 g ðĉ 2 cÞ for j ∈ ½0, 1�. If a firm produces
output y and reports ĉ in its first N ≤ 1 cost categories, its profits are

Pðy; ĉ; N Þ5 ð12 tÞy 2 cðyÞ1 N ½tmĉ 2 g ðĉ 2 cÞ�2 EN

0

f ðr Þdr :

In this case our empirical analysis will be based on observing declared
profit rates p̂5 ðy 2 N ĉÞ=y, and the analog of equation ð9Þ becomes

Dp̂5

�
N ĉ
y

2 Nc 0ðyÞ
�
dy
y

2
Ndðĉ 2 cÞ

y
2

N ĉ
y

dN
N

5

�
t2y

tp
2

tyð12 N Þ
12 N tp

�
εy 2

Ndðĉ 2 cÞ
y

2

�
12

ty

tp

�
dN
N

;

ð12Þ

where the final equality uses the firm’s optimality condition that c 0ðyÞ5
ð12 tpÞ=ð12 N tpÞ and the fact that at the kink N ĉ=y 5 12 ty=tp.
Equation ð12Þ decomposes the bunching response Dp̂ into a real re-

sponse in the first term, a cost overreporting response in the second term,
and a response coming from a change in the number of cost items re-
ported, dN/N, in the final term. Equation ð12Þ also shows that in the pres-
ence of filing costs, when we use equation ð9Þ to infer evasion responses
from our estimated bunching response, we will be conflating evasion re-
sponses with filing responses coming from changes in the number of cost
items reported, dN/N. To address this threat to our identification, in
Section V.C we construct empirical measures of N and show that there
is no evidence that N responds to the tax kink, providing reassurance
that our estimates are capturing evasion responses rather than filing re-
sponses.

Pricing Power

The model can also be extended to incorporate pricing power by firms.
In this case, firm profits are given by

14 Realistically, firms also derive gains from keeping accurate tax records, and we should
therefore think of f ð jÞ as net filing costs, which can be negative for some items.
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P5 ð12 tÞrðyÞy 2 cðyÞ1 tmĉ 2 g ðĉ 2 cðyÞÞ;

where rðyÞ is the price the firm receives, which depends negatively on
output y. In this model, the analog of equation ð9Þ is

Dp̂5

�
ĉ
y
ð12 jÞ2 c 0ðyÞ

�
dy

rðyÞy 2
dðĉ 2 cÞ
rðyÞy

≃ ð12 jÞ t
2
y

tp
εy 2

dðĉ 2 cÞ
rðyÞy ;

ð13Þ

where

j; 2
yrðyÞ
yy

y
rðyÞ > 0

is the price elasticity the firm faces and the second equality follows by
using ĉ=rðyÞy 5 12 ty=tp and c 0ðyÞ 5 rðyÞð1 2 jÞ at the kink. Firms now
reduce their prices when increasing output. Hence, the more elastic the
demand, the less true profits will change in response to real incentives.
The term multiplying the output elasticity is smaller than when we as-
sume firms have no pricing power, and so we conclude that the presence
of pricing power only strengthens our interpretation of observed bunch-
ing and makes our estimate of the evasion response based on the decom-
position in ð9Þ a lower bound.

IV. Context and Data

A. Corporate Taxation: Minimum Tax Scheme

The corporation tax is an important source of revenue in Pakistan and
currently raises 2.5 percent of GDP, which constitutes about 25 percent
of all federal tax revenues ðWorld Bank 2009Þ. The tax is remitted by
about 20,000 corporations filing tax returns each year. The scale of non-
compliance is suspected to be large in Pakistan, but credible evidence on
the amount of corporate tax evasion has been lacking because of prob-
lems with data and methodology. The Federal Board of Revenue ðFBR;
2013Þ reports an estimate of the corporate evasion rate equal to 45 per-
cent but does not provide information on the estimation. A study by the
World Bank ð2009Þ estimates the evasion rate to be as high as 218 per-
cent of actual corporate income tax payments, drawing on an input-
output model for a selected group of sectors. It is this concern about
corporate noncompliance thatmotivated policymakers in Pakistan to de-
vise a tax scheme that ensures that every operational corporation pays a
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minimum amount of tax every year.15 The minimum tax scheme, which
has been in place since 1991, combines a tax rate tp on annual corporate
profits ðturnover minus deductible costsÞ with a smaller tax rate ty on
annual corporate turnover, requiring each firm to assess both tax liabil-
ities and pay, whichever is higher.16

As explained above, the minimum tax scheme implies that a firm’s tax
base depends on whether its profit rate ðcorporate profits as a share of
turnoverÞ is above or below a threshold equal to the tax rate ratio ty/tp.
This profit rate threshold represents a kink point where the tax base and
tax rate change discretely. The kink point varies across different groups
of firms and across time. First, Pakistan offers a reduced profit tax rate
for recently incorporated firms. All companies that register after June
2005, have no more than 250 employees, have annual turnover below
Rs. 250million, and have paid-up capital below Rs. 25 million are eligible
for a lower profit tax rate. Second, both the profit tax rate and the turn-
over tax rate undergo changes during the time period we study. Table 1
ðpanel AÞ catalogs these variations across firms and over time, which we
exploit in our empirical analysis. Importantly, the definitions of the tax
bases to which these rates are applied remain the same for the entire
period under consideration.
Finally, as shown in table 1, notice that the turnover tax is a significant

feature of Pakistan’s tax system: in the years we study, 50–60 percent of
firms are liable for turnover taxation, and it accounts for as much as 60–
75 percent of all corporate tax revenue.

B. Data

Our study uses administrative data from the FBR, covering the universe
of corporate income tax returns for the years 2006–10.17 Since July 2007,

15 For example, in a testimony before the Federal Tax Ombudsman, Ikram ul Haq, who
is a leading tax expert in Pakistan, has said that “the rationale for the levy of the alternate
minimum tax was clear. So many inflated expenses are booked by taxpayers when filing
returns that the tax base is drastically eroded and tax yields plummet to an intolerably low
level. The only way out of this predicament is to resort to measures like enactment of the
alternate minimum tax” ðFederal Tax Ombudsman 2013Þ.

16 When the turnover tax is binding, firms are allowed to carry forward the tax paid in
excess of the profit tax liability and adjust it against next year’s profit tax liability, provided
that the resulting net liability does not fall below the turnover tax liability for that year. Such
adjustment, if not exhausted, can be carried forward for a period of up to 5 years ð3 years in
2008 and 2009Þ. In the data, we observe that only 1.3 percent of firms claim such carry-
forward, indicating either that firms are unaware of this option or that their profit tax
liability net of carryforward drops below output tax liability, in which case carryforward
cannot be claimed. In any case, the potential for carryforward attenuates the size of the
minimum tax kink and works against the ðstrongÞ bunching that we find. We also exclude
banks and financial firms, which face a standard tax rate of 38 percent in 2006, and 154
firms in sectors that were selectively given a lower turnover tax rate in 2010.

17 In Pakistan, tax year t runs from July 1 of year t to June 30 of year t 1 1.
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electronic filing has been mandatory for all companies, and over 90 per-
cent of the returns used in our study were filed electronically. Electronic
filing ensures that the data have much less measurement error than is
typically the case for developing countries. As far as we know, this is the
first study to exploit corporate tax return data for a developing country.
The filed returns are automatically subject to a basic validation check
that uncovers any internal inconsistencies like reconciling tax liability
with reported profit. Besides this validation check, the tax returns are
considered final unless selected for audit.
Two aspects of the data are worth keeping in mind. First, our data set

contains almost all active corporations. As corporations also act as with-
holding agents, deducting tax at source on their sales and purchases, it
is almost impossible for an operational corporation not to file a tax re-
turn. FBR takes the view that registered corporations that do not file
tax returns are nonoperational. Second, besides the corporations in our
data, the population of firms in Pakistan includes both unincorporated
firms subject to personal income taxation and informal firms operating

TABLE 1
Descriptive Statistics

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

A. Tax Variables

Profit tax rate ðhighÞ .35 .35 .35 .35 .35
Profit tax rate ðlowÞ .2 .2 .2 .2 .25
Turnover tax rate .005 .005 NA .005 .01
Share of firms in turnover tax regime .498 .561 NA .532 .621
Share of revenue from turnover tax .655 .713 NA .581 .751

B. Firm Characteristics ðMeansÞ
Profits ðmillion PKRÞ 1.1 .1 2.4 .3 1.1

ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ ð.2Þ
Turnover ðmillion PKRÞ 290.9 369.3 246.1 258.1 275.6

ð24.2Þ ð83.9Þ ð57.5Þ ð24.3Þ ð23.7Þ
Profit rate ðprofits/turnoverÞ 2.08 2.06 1.95 2.2 2.46

ð.1Þ ð.06Þ ð.04Þ ð.05Þ ð.05Þ
Salary/turnover .182 .200 .210 .217 .235

ð.005Þ ð.005Þ ð.004Þ ð.004Þ ð.005Þ
Interests/turnover .019 .018 .018 .016 .018

ð.001Þ ð.002Þ ð.002Þ ð.001Þ ð.001Þ
Observations 8,604 14,587 20,485 19,944 19,909

Note.—The table presents descriptive statistics, focusing on tax variables ðpanel AÞ and
firm characteristics ðpanel BÞ. Rows 1–3 of panel A are based on Pakistan’s corporate tax
schedule. The remaining rows are based on administrative tax return data from the uni-
verse of tax-registered firms in Pakistan. All statistics are based on the raw data, excluding
each year the top and bottom 5 percent tails in terms of profits. Standard errors are shown
in parentheses. The low tax rate applies to firms that registered after June 2005, have no
more than 250 employees, have annual sales of not more than Rs. 250 million, and have
paid-up capital of not more than Rs. 25 million ðall monetary figures are given in Pakistani
rupees ½PKR�Þ.
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outside the tax net. In general, corporate and personal income taxes may
lead to shifting between the corporate and noncorporate sectors as well
as between the formal and informal sectors ðe.g., Waseem 2013Þ, but we
do not study these interesting effects here.18

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the full data set. We limit our
empirical analysis to firms that report both profit and turnover and either
the incorporation date or the profit tax liability, which are required for
allocating firms to the high- and low-profit tax rate groups.19 We also
subject the data to a number of checks for internal consistency detailed
in Appendix tables A2 and A3. Our final estimation data set contains
23,147 firm-year observations.

V. Empirical Results

This section presents the results of our empirical analysis, examining
how firms respond to the minimum tax policy. We first present evidence
that there is sharp bunching at the minimum tax kink as predicted by
our analysis in Section III and that it is caused by the presence of the kink.
We then use the observed bunching to estimate the magnitude of eva-
sion responses.

A. Bunching at Minimum Tax Kinks

As shown in Section III, the type of minimum tax scheme observed in
Pakistan should lead to excess bunching by firms around a threshold
profit rate ðprofits as a share of turnoverÞ equal to the ratio of the two tax
rates, ty/tp. Figure 2 shows evidence that firms do indeed bunch around
this minimum tax kink. The figure shows bunching evidence for differ-
ent groups of firms ðpanels a and bÞ and different years ðpanels c and dÞ,
exploiting the variation in the kink across these samples. We plot the
empirical density of the reported profit rate ðprofits as a percentage of
turnoverÞ in bins of approximately 0.2 percentage points. Panel a shows
the density for high-rate firms ðfacing a profit tax rate of 35 percentÞ in
the years 2006, 2007, and 2009 pooled together, since for those firms
and years the minimum tax kink is at a profit rate threshold of ty/tp 5
0.5%/35% 5 1.43% ðdemarcated by a solid vertical line in the figureÞ.
The density exhibits large and sharp bunching around the kink point.
Since there is no reason for firms to cluster around a profit rate of 1.43
percent other than the presence of the minimum tax scheme, this rep-
resents compelling evidence of a behavioral response to the scheme.

18 Our bunching estimates capture intensive-margin responses conditional on being a
corporate tax filer and are therefore not affected by incorporation or informality responses.

19 Table A1 in the Appendix compares the firms we lose to those we are able to use on the
basis of firm characteristics reported in the tax returns.
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Notice also that there is amodest amount of excessmass around the zero-
profit point as many firms generate very little income ðsee, e.g., Burg-
stahler and Dichev ½1997� for a discussion of excess mass at zero in profit
distributionsÞ.20
Panels b–d provide identification checks ensuring that excess bunch-

ing at the minimum tax kink is indeed a response to the tax system ðas
opposed to a spurious property of the profit rate distributionÞ by ex-

20 For comparison, fig. 1 in the online appendix reproduces panel a of fig. 2 in the text
using the raw data before the consistency checks.

FIG. 2.—Bunching evidence: a, high-rate firms, 2006/7/9; b, low-rate versus high-rate
firms, 2006/7/9; c, high-rate firms, 2008 versus 2006/7/9; d, high-rate firms, 2010 versus
2006/7/9. The figure shows the empirical density of the profit rate ðreported profit as a
percentage of turnoverÞ for different groups of firms and time periods. Firms calculate
their profit tax liability ðbased on tax rate tpÞ and their turnover tax liablity ðbased on tax
rate tyÞ and pay whichever liability is larger. This minimum tax scheme creates a kink at a
profit rate of ty/tp: firms are subject to profit taxation above the kink and turnover taxation
below the kink. For high-rate firms in 2006/7/9 ðpanel aÞ, tp5 0.35 and ty5 0.005, placing
the kink at a profit rate of 1.43 percent. For low-rate firms in 2006/7/9 ðpanel bÞ, tp 5 0.20
and ty 5 0.005, placing the kink at a profit rate of 2.5 percent. For high-rate firms in 2008
ðpanel cÞ, the minimum tax scheme is abolished and all firms’ profits are taxed at rate tp 5
0.35, so that there is no kink. For high-rate firms in 2010 ðpanel dÞ, tp 5 0.35 and ty 5 0.01,
placing the kink at a profit rate of 2.86 percent. Kink points are marked by vertical solid
lines. The bin width is 0.214 in panels a–c and 0.204 in panel d, chosen to ensure that kink
points are located at bin centers in all panels. The zero profit point is marked by a vertical
dotted line. Color version available as an online enhancement.
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ploiting variation in the minimum tax kink across firms and over time.
Panel b compares high-rate firms to low-rate firms during the years 2006,
2007, and 2009, when the latter group of firms face a reduced profit tax
rate of 20 percent and therefore a minimum tax kink located at ty/tp 5
0.5%/20% 5 2.5%. Besides the different location of the kink for low-
rate firms, our model implies that the kink changes evasion incentives by
less for low-rate firms ðas the change in the evasion incentive tm equals
the profit tax rate tpÞ while it changes real incentives by the same amount
ðas the change in the real incentive 1 2 tE equals the turnover tax rate
tyÞ. Hence, we expect to see both that low-rate firms bunch in a different
place and that the amount of bunching is smaller ðif evasion is im-
portantÞ, and this is precisely what panel b shows. Even though bunching
is smaller for low-rate firms, it is still very clear and sharp. Outside the
bunching areas around the two kinks, the low-rate and high-rate distri-
butions are very close and exhibit the same ðsmallÞ excess mass around
zero.21

Panels c and d of figure 2 exploit time variation in the kink, focusing
on the sample of high-rate firms. Panel c shows that excess bunching at
1.43 percent completely disappears in 2008 when the minimum tax re-
gime ði.e., turnover tax below a profit rate of 1.43 percentÞ is removed.
The 2008 density instead exhibits a larger mass of firms with profit rates
between 0 and 1.43 percent. The distributions in panel c are consistent
with our theoretical prediction that the introduction of an output tax
below a profit rate threshold creates bunching coming from below. Fi-
nally, panel d shows that the bunch moves from 1.43 percent to 2.86 per-
cent in 2010, when the doubling of the output tax rate shifts the kink.
This change is accompanied by an overall decrease in the mass of firms
with profit rates between 0 and 2, again illustrating that bunchers move
to the kink from below.22

21 The low-rate distribution is more noisy than the high-rate distribution because the
former represents a much smaller fraction ðabout 22.9 percentÞ of the population of firms.

22 The increase in the output tax rate ty in 2010 would be useful for identification if it
were exogenous. As we described in Sec. III.A, exogenous variation in ty changes the real
incentive without affecting the evasion incentive, allowing us to separately identify real
output and evasion responses by comparing bunching at the minimum tax kink under a
high-output tax ð2010Þ and a low-output tax ð2006/7/9Þ. However, as shown in panel d,
bunching in 2010 is smaller than in previous years, and so this method would yield a neg-
ative real output elasticity. The likely explanation is that the 2010 tax rate change cannot be
viewed as exogenous. There are three possible reasons for this. First, there may be other
confounding time changes that make bunching smaller in 2010, including optimization
frictions that make it difficult for firms to respond quickly to a change in the location of
the kink. Second, the increase in ty moves the kink point to a higher profit rate, and so
bunchers are coming from a different part of the underlying profit rate distribution, which
may feature lower evasion rates. Third, our baseline model in Sec. III.A did not allow for
output evasion, an extension we considered in Sec. III.B. There we argued that the intro-
duction of output evasion does not matter for any of our key results, but the one place
where it would matter is in the implementation of the empirical strategy discussed here.
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Taken together, the panels of figure 2 provide compelling evidence
that firms respond to the incentives created by theminimum tax scheme.
The substantial amount of bunching observed around kink points ðwhich
are associated with weak real incentives as explained aboveÞ suggests that
evasion responses are quantitatively important.

B. Estimating Evasion Responses Using Bunching

This section presents estimates of excess bunching and uses our model
to translate them into estimates of evasion responses. Following Chetty
et al. ð2011Þ, we estimate a counterfactual density—what the distribution
would have looked like without the kink—by fitting a flexible polyno-
mial to the observed density, excluding observations in a range around
the kink that is ðvisiblyÞ affected by bunching. Denoting by dj the fraction
of the data in profit rate bin j and by pj the ðmidpointÞ profit rate in bin j,
the counterfactual density is obtained from a regression of the following
form:

dj 5 o
q

i 5 0

biðpjÞi 1 o
pU

i 5 pL

gi ˙1½pj 5 i �1 nj ; ð14Þ

where q is the order of the polynomial and ½pL, pU� is the excluded range.
The counterfactual density is estimated as the predicted values from
ð14Þ omitting the contribution of the dummies in the excluded range,
that is, d̂ j 5oq

i50b̂iðpjÞi , and excess bunching is then estimated as the
area between the observed and counterfactual densities in the excluded
range, B̂ 5opU

j5pL
ðdj 2 d̂ jÞ. Standard errors are bootstrapped by random

resampling from the estimated residuals in ð14Þ.
Figure 3 compares the empirical density distributions to estimated coun-

terfactual distributions ðsmooth solid linesÞ for the four samples exam-
ined in figure 2: high-rate firms in 2006/7/9 in panel a, low-rate firms
in 2006/7/9 in panel b, high-rate firms in 2008 ðplaceboÞ in panel c, and
high-rate firms in 2010 in panel d. In each panel, the solid vertical line
represents the kink point while the dashed vertical lines demarcate the
excluded range around the kink used in the estimation of the counter-
factual.23 To better evaluate the estimated counterfactuals, each panel
also shows the empirical distribution for a comparison sample in light gray

23 The excluded range ½pL, pU � is set to match the area around the kink in which the
empirical density diverges from its smooth trend: four bins on either side of the kink in
panels a and c and two bins on either side in panels b and d. The order of the polynomial q
is five ðseven for 2008Þ, chosen so as to optimize the fit. Table A4 shows that the estimates
are fairly sensitive to the choice of excluded range and polynomial degree in panel a, but
less so in the other panels.

This strategy relies on changes in the real incentive, but not the evasion incentive ðwhich is
true of variation in ty in the baseline model, but not in an extended model with output
evasionÞ. For all of these reasons, the 2010 change in ty does not help us separately estimate
the real response elasticity.
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ðlow-rate firms in panel a, high-rate firms in panel b, and 2006/7/9 in
panels c and dÞ. The observation that in all cases the empirical distribu-
tion for our comparison sample lines up well with the estimated coun-
terfactual, particularly around the kink, provides a further validation of
our estimates.
The figure also displays estimates of excess bunching scaled by the av-

erage counterfactual density around the kink, that is, b 5 B̂=Eðd̂ j j j ∈ ½pL;
pU �Þ. In general, these bunching estimates are large and strongly statis-
tically significant, except in the placebo analysis of panel c, where bunch-
ing is close to zero and insignificant. Excess bunching is larger for high-

FIG. 3.—Bunching estimation: a, high-rate firms, 2006/7/9; b, low-rate firms, 2006/7/9;
c, high-rate firms, 2008; d, high-rate firms, 2010. The figure shows the empirical density
distribution of the profit rate ðreported profit as a percentage of turnover, dotted dark
graphÞ, an empirical counterfactual density ðdotted light graphÞ, and the estimated coun-
terfactual density ðsolid graphÞ, for the different groups of firms and time periods consid-
ered in figure 2. The tax rate schedules and kink locations are explained in the notes to
figure 2. The empirical counterfactual is the high-rate firms’ density in 2006/7/9 for panels
b–d and the low-rate firms’ density in 2006/7/9 for panel a. The counterfactual density is
estimated from the empirical density, by fitting a fifth-order polynomial ðseventh-order for
2008Þ, excluding data around the kink, as specified in equation ð14Þ. The excluded range
is chosen as the area around the kink that is visibly affected by bunching. Kink points
are marked by vertical solid lines; lower and upper bounds of excluded ranges are marked
by vertical dashed lines. The zero profit point is marked by a dotted line. The bin size for
the empirical densities is 0.214 ð0.204 for 2010Þ, so that the kink points are bin centers.
Bunching b is the excess mass in the excluded range around the kink, in proportion to the
average counterfactual density in the excluded range. Bootstrapped standard errors are
shown in parentheses. Color version available as an online enhancement.
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rate firms in 2006/7/9 ðb 5 4.47 ð0.1ÞÞ than for low-rate firms in the
same period ðb 5 2.00 ð0.2ÞÞ, consistent with the fact that a lower profit
tax rate implies a smaller change in the evasion incentive at the kink.
Furthermore, excess bunchingbyhigh-rate firms is larger during the years
2006/7/9 than in year 2010 ðb5 2.04 ð0.1ÞÞ, possibly becauseoptimization
frictions prevent some firms from responding to the change in the loca-
tion of the kink in the short run.
Table 2 converts our bunching estimates into evasion responses using

the methodology developed in Section III. As shown earlier, the amount
of bunching translates to a reported profit rate response via the relation-
ship Dp̂5 B=f0ðty=tpÞ ≃ b � bin width,24 and this profit rate response is
in turn linked to the combination of real output and evasion responses
via equation ð9Þ:

Dp̂ ≃
t2y

tp
εy 2

dðĉ 2 cÞ
y

:

The table shows estimates of excess bunching b in column 1, the profit
rate response Dp̂ in column 2, the real output elasticity εy assuming zero
evasion in column 3, and the evasion response assuming different real
output elasticities εy ∈ f0, 0.5, 1, 5g in columns 4–7. Evasion responses are
reported as percentages of taxable profits ðevasion rate responsesÞ in-
stead of percentages of output in equation ð9Þ. Evasion rates in terms of
output are easily converted to evasion rates in terms of profits, using the
fact that ðy 2 ĉÞ=y 5 ty=tp at the kink. The different rows of the table show
results for the main subsamples considered in the bunching figures.
The following main findings emerge from the table. First, in a model

without evasion, the bunching we observe implies phenomenally large
real output elasticities, ranging from 15 to 134 across the different sam-
ples. These elasticities are all far above the upper bound of the range of
values that can be considered realistic, and so we can comfortably re-
ject that model.25 The reason for the large elasticities in this model is the
combination of large observed bunching and the tiny variation in real
incentives at the kink. Second, whenwe allow for tax evasion in themodel,

24 Since b equals bunching divided by the counterfactual density in discrete bins, we have
to multiply b by bin width to obtain the profit rate response. The bin width underlying b
is 0.214 percentage points for most estimates, and so bin width 5 0.00214.

25 For example, Gruber and Rauh ð2007Þ estimate that the elasticity of corporate taxable
income with respect to the effective marginal tax rate in the United States is 0.2. Taking
that estimate at face value in the Pakistani context, with all the caveats that entails, would
imply that

0:25
dCTI
dtE

tE

dCTI
5

yCTI=yy
CTI=y

εy;

and so even a real output elasticity of 15 would require marginal taxable profits to be
1.33 percent of average taxable profits to be reconcilable with their estimate.
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it becomes possible to reconcile observed bunching with reasonable val-
ues of the real output elasticity combined with large ðbut not implausibleÞ
evasion responses. Column 3 provides an upper bound on the evasion
response, assuming a zero real output response. In this case, the evasion
response ranges from 14.7 percent to 67.1 percent of profits across the
different populations, with high-rate firms in 2006/7/9 featuring the
largest response. Third, the evasion estimates are very robust to the real
output elasticity even thoughwe allow for elasticities up to 5,much higher
than the empirical literature suggests is justified. The reason for this ro-
bustness is again that real incentives at the kink are extremely small.
Hence, while we cannot separately identify both real and evasion re-
sponses using the minimum tax kink, we can provide very tight bounds
on the evasion response due to the particular set of incentives provided
by the minimum tax kink.
The evasion estimates in table 2 use our baseline model with only cost

evasion, but the results are very robust to allowing for output evasion as
in the conceptual model of Section III.B. In the model with both cost
and output evasion, bunching identifies approximately the aggregate
evasion reduction when switching from profit to turnover taxation. To
span the range of possible estimates, table 1 in the online appendix con-
siders the opposite extreme in which only output can be evaded ðusing
eq. ½11� assuming zero cost evasionÞ and shows that the evasion estimates
are virtually unaffected.

C. Tax Evasion versus Lazy Reporting

In Section III.B, we considered a model with filing costs in which bunch-
ing at the minimum tax kink is driven not only by cost overreporting under
the profit tax but also by cost underreporting under the turnover tax. As
equation ð12Þ shows, in the presence of filing costs, using equation ð9Þ to
infer evasion responses from bunching will conflate evasion responses
with filing responses and overestimate evasion. This section presents the
results of an identification check that suggests that lazy reporting is not
a key confounder in practice.26

26 It is worth noting that underreporting costs within the turnover tax regime is in fact a
form of noncompliance under Pakistan’s filing rules. The relevant tax law ðIncome Tax
Ordinance of 2001Þ states in sec. 114 that every companymust file a return that “fully states
all the relevant particulars or information as specified in the form of return, including a
declaration of the records kept by the taxpayer.” The law then states in secs. 120 and 182
what will happen if the return is incomplete, including the penalties associated with such
noncompliance. While these legal provisions obviously do not rule out noncompliance in
the form of cost underreporting, they do raise the bar for the level of filing costs necessary
to induce such cost underreporting.
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Our identification test exploits the extremely detailed nature of our
data, which include every single line item on the corporate tax return.
The return includes a total of 42 cost line items, ranging from very com-
mon items such as “salaries” and “stationery” to rare items such as “Zakat”
ðan Islamic charitable contributionÞ, “stocks/stores/spares/fixed assets
written off as obsolete,” and “imported finished goods.” Since we ob-
serve these 42 cost items and all the firms in our data report some but
not all of the items, we can use the number of items reported as a mea-
sure of q in the model in Section III.B and test whether q responds to
the minimum tax kink.
The test is presented in figure 4, which shows four panels for high-rate

versus low-rate firms ðtop vs. bottom panelsÞ and for all cost items versus
rare cost items ðleft vs. right panelsÞ. Each panel shows the fraction of
cost items filed on the y -axis and the profit rate ðwith the minimum tax
kink demarcated by a vertical lineÞ on the x-axis. The dots show tax years
2006/7/9 ðwhen the kink was in placeÞ, while the crosses represent tax
year 2008 ðwhen the kink was temporarily abolishedÞ. The right panels
consider “rare cost items” defined as items that are below the median in
the distribution of filing probabilities in the full population of firms. We
consider rare cost items separately since our model in Section III.B sug-
gests that the turnover tax is more likely to affect items that are seldom
filed in the first place ðitems with high filing costs f ðrÞÞ.
The following findings emerge from the figure. First, the dotted series

shows no sign of a discontinuity at the kink ðin particular, it is not dis-
cretely lower on the leftÞ in any of the panels. Second, in panels a and b
the dotted series is weakly decreasing with profit rates; that is, firms in
the turnover tax regime tend to report more cost items. Third, to control
for unobserved heterogeneity in filing behavior across firms ðwhich may
be correlatedwithbeing in the turnover tax regimebutnot causally driven
by the turnover taxÞ, we add the 2008 series when there was no minimum
tax kink. In all four panels, the two series are virtually indistinguishable
both above and below the kink. Fourth, each panel reports difference-in-
differences ðDDÞ estimates comparing treated firms ðbelow the kinkÞ to
control firms ðabove the kinkÞ over time. The regression specification is
shown in the note to the figure. We show two estimates: DD is based on
the full population of firms, while DDnear is based on a subsample of firms
near the kink ðthose with a reported profit rate within 1.5 percentage
points of the kinkÞ. Both DD estimates are very close to zero and statisti-
cally insignificant in every panel.
Overall, the evidence presented in figure 4 shows no effect on the num-

ber of line items reported, which is inconsistent with the lazy reporting
story. This lends support to our interpretation that bunching at the min-
imum tax kink is driven by deliberate evasion ðgreater amount of cost per
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line item under profit taxationÞ as opposed to systematic reporting omis-
sions ðfewer line items under turnover taxationÞ.

VI. Numerical Analysis of Tax Policy Implications

This section links our empirical results to the stylizedmodel in Section II.
We first provide some reduced-form conclusions based on our optimal
tax rule ð5Þ and then put more structure on firms’ production and eva-

FIG. 4.—Usage of cost categories varies smoothly across the kink: a, high-rate firms’
usage of all cost categories; b, high-rate firms’ usage of rare cost categories; c, low-rate firms’
usage of all cost categories; d, low-rate firms’ usage of rare cost categories. The figures show
how firms’ usage of the 42 cost categories available on the tax return varies with their
reported profit rate. The dots show the fraction of costs used by firms in 2006, 2007, and
2009: years in which the turnover tax is in place below the kink. The crosses show the
fraction of costs used in 2008 when there is no turnover tax. Panels a and c show the
fraction of the 42 cost categories used by high-rate and low-rate firms, respectively. Panels b
and d show the fraction of the 21 least-used categories used by the high-rate and low-rate
firms, respectively. The figures also show the coefficient from the following difference-in-
differences regression: fit 5 a 1 bIfTurnover Taxgi 1 gIf2006/7/9gt 1 DDIfTurnover
Taxgi � If2006/7/9gt 1 εit, where fit is the fraction of costs reported by a firm i in year t ;
IfTurnover Taxgi is a dummy for reporting a profit rate below the kink ð1.43 percent for the
high-rate firms and 2.5 percent for the low-rate firmsÞ; If2006/7/9gt is a dummy for
observations from the years 2006, 2007, and 2009; and εit is an error term. The coefficient
DD in the figures is obtained from a regression using all available firms, while the coeffi-
cient DDnear estimates the regression on the subsample of firms with reported profit rates
within 1.5 percentage points of the kink. Color version available as an online enhancement.
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sion decisions to assess the welfare implications of different tax re-
gimes. The analysis will be based on our partial equilibrium model in
Section II.A. Our empirical estimates do not capture general equilib-
rium effects, and these effects would be particularly hard to calibrate; this
would require us to measure production chains in a multisector model,
and our administrative data contain no information on this. While our
two-sector model in Section II.B shows that cascading and incidence
effects in general equilibrium have offsetting effects on optimal policy,
here we quantify how far the partial equilibrium channel by itself can
move the optimal policy away from production efficiency.

A. Welfare Analysis for Uniform Tax Regimes

This section considers a uniform tax rate and tax base on all firms. With-
out imposing additional structure on firms’ output and evasion responses,
we can evaluate the desirability of local changes in the tax policy based
on the optimal tax rule in proposition 1. In particular, one can increase
welfare by broadening the base and lowering the rate as long as

t

12 t ˙
ytE
yt

ðmÞ < GðmÞ˙
εĉ2c

εy
;

with both sides evaluated for the policy in place. The left-hand side of
the inequality reflects the effective distortion of real production and is
fully determined by our theoretical model. The right-hand side reflects
the importance of evasion responses relative to production responses.
We can rewrite this in terms of the estimated evasion response at themin-
imum tax kink,

GðmÞ˙
εĉ2c

εy
≃ 2

dðĉ 2 cÞ
P̂

.
εy;

where we have used dðtmÞ/ðtmÞ 5 21 at the minimum tax kink. This is
an approximation as the change in evasion incentives at the kink is not
marginal. This approximation is exact if the evasion cost function is iso-
elastic, which we assume in our numerical calibration below.
For the firms facing a profit tax rate of t 5 .35, our empirical analysis

provides an estimate of the right-hand side equal to 1.34 when assum-
ing εy 5 .5 ði.e., when using the evasion rate response of 66.9 percent
shown in table 2Þ. This is always larger than the left-hand side, which
ranges from 0 under a pure profit tax base to t/ð1 2 tÞ 5 .35/.65 5 .54
under a pure turnover tax base. Tax evasion by high-rate firms in re-
sponse to the current profit tax is thus too high relative to the effective
tax wedge, indicating that welfare could be increased by broadening the
tax base and decreasing the tax rate. For the firms facing a lower profit tax
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rate of t 5 .20, we find a lower estimate for the right-hand side of .34.
While the tax evasion response is substantially smaller for these firms,
it still exceeds the upper bound for the left-hand side ðt/½1 2 t�Þ 5
.20/.80 5 .25Þ, justifying a move away from the profit tax base even at
the lower 20 percent rate. To fully determine the optimal tax base and
rate, the optimal tax rule needs to be considered jointly with a revenue
requirement or a constraint on firms’ profits.
By putting more structure on the firms’ production and evasion tech-

nologies, we can evaluate the welfare gains from switching between a
pure profit tax and a pure turnover tax, as well as the gains from an op-
timal tax system that generally lies in between the two extremes. We con-
sider firms operating with iso-elastic production and evasion cost func-
tions. The parameters of firm-specific production functions are calibrated
to replicate the empirical distributions of turnover and costs, while the
parameters of the evasion cost function are calibrated to match our eva-
sion response estimates for high-rate and low-rate firms. Our calibration
is based on year 2008, during which the minimum tax regime was not
in place and all firms were subject to a profit tax. Full details are provided
in Section C in the Appendix.
The results of the calibration are shown in table 3, with panel A con-

sidering a pure turnover tax and panel B considering the optimal tax
system. Assuming a real output elasticity of 0.5, we find that corporate
tax revenues increase by 74 percent when switching from a pure profit
tax to a pure turnover tax and adjusting the tax rate so that aggregate
ðafter-taxÞ profits remain the same. Given a profit tax rate of 35 percent,
this requires a turnover tax rate of 0.5 percent, which coincides with the
actual turnover tax rate in Pakistan. Note that revenue increases, hold-
ing aggregate profits constant, represent welfare gains. By comparing
panels A and B, we see that a pure turnover tax realizes virtually all of the
welfare gain from setting the tax base and rate at their optimal levels.
At an output elasticity of 0.5, the optimal policy is characterized by t 5
.009 and m 5 .522 as this maximizes corporate tax revenue while keep-
ing aggregate profits constant compared to the benchmark profit tax.27

As shown in the table, the dominance of a pure turnover tax over a pure
profit tax is robust for a very wide range of output elasticities. For ex-
ample, the revenue gain from switching bases is still 66 percent for an
arguably extreme output elasticity of 10. The optimal tax base moves
closer to profits as the real output elasticity increases, but most of the po-

27 While these calibrations use our baseline model with only cost evasion, the results are
again robust to allowing for output evasion. For example, when recalibrating the model
assuming that only output can be evaded, the revenue gain from switching to a pure
turnover tax is 78 percent ðinstead of 74 percentÞ, and again this realizes virtually all the
gain of the optimal tax system characterized by t 5 .006 and m 5 .23.
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tential welfare gain can still be realized by switching to the simpler turn-
over tax.

B. Uniform versus Minimum Tax Regimes

The preceding analysis considered a uniform tax base on all firms as
opposed to a minimum tax scheme imposing turnover taxation on some
firms and profit taxation on others. While it is standard to exploit quasi-
experimental variation coming from nonuniform policies to estimate
parameters that inform the optimal uniform policy,28 the desirability of
minimum tax schemes is an interesting question by itself given the ubiq-
uity of such policies.
Conceptually, the reason why it may be optimal to allow the tax base m

to vary across firms is that the underlying tax base determinants char-
acterized in equation ð5Þ vary by firm. In particular, if either the evasion
elasticity εĉ2c is larger or the real output elasticity εy is smaller among
firms with lower reported profit rates, then it is optimal to set a lower m
among such firms. Interestingly, the empirical evidence in figure 3 and
table 2 lends support to the idea that the evasion elasticity is declining
in the reported profit rate: the evasion response by high-rate firms in

28 For example, exploiting tax reforms or kink points in piecewise linear income tax
systems to estimate sufficient statistics for optimal linear income taxes ðsee, e.g., Saez,
Slemrod, and Giertz 2012Þ.

TABLE 3
Numerical Tax Policy Analysis

A. Pure Turnover Tax B. Optimal Tax

Output

Elasticity ðεyÞ

Revenue
Gain ð%Þ

ð1Þ

Tax
Base ðmÞ

ð2Þ

Tax
Rate ðtÞ
ð3Þ

Revenue
Gain ð%Þ

ð4Þ

Tax
Base ðmÞ
ð5Þ

Tax
Rate ðtÞ
ð6Þ

.5 74 0 .005 76 .522 .009
1 73 0 .005 76 .706 .015
5 70 0 .005 75 .889 .037
10 66 0 .005 75 .944 .067
30 62 0 .005 77 .986 .170

Note.—This table presents a numerical evaluation of the tax policy changes discussed in
Sec. VI. For an assumed output elasticity, we calibrate firm-specific production parameters
and cost evasion parameters to replicate the empirical distributions of turnover and costs
and to match our evasion response estimates. All details of the calibration are in Sec. C of
the Appendix. In panel A, we simulate a switch from a pure profit tax ðt 5 0.35; m 5 1Þ to
a pure turnover tax, adjusting the tax rate so that aggregate ðafter-taxÞ profits remain the
same. In panel B, we simulate a switch from the same pure profit tax ðt5 0.35; m5 1Þ to the
optimal tax policy, maximizing tax revenues without reducing aggregate profits. Columns 1
and 4 show the implied tax revenue gain for the pure turnover tax and the optimal tax,
respectively. Columns 2 and 5 show the corresponding tax base parameters. Columns 3 and
6 show the corresponding tax rates. The results illustrate that turnover taxation dominates
profit taxation and realizes almost all potential welfare gains from setting the tax base and
rate optimally.
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2006/7/9 is much larger than the evasion response by low-rate firms in
those years or by high-rate firms in 2010, and the minimum tax kink for
the former group of firms is located at a much lower point in the profit
rate distribution than for the other groups. We of course need to be cau-
tious when interpreting such cross-sectional and time variation in bunch-
ing estimates, but the large differences suggest that evasionmay be less of
an issue for firms reporting larger profit rates.
While these considerations can justify an increasing m in profit rates,

theminimum tax scheme with m jumping discretely from zero to one at a
cutoff is an extreme policy that is unlikely to be optimal in an uncon-
strained policy setting. To justify such simple schemes, we would have to
allow for costs of administration and complexity that make complicated,
nonlinear m schedules undesirable. These issues are of course extremely
relevant in a setting with limited tax capacity.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper we have studied the trade-off between preserving produc-
tion efficiency and preventing the corrosion of revenues due to tax eva-
sion faced by governments with limited tax capacity. Our focus has been
a production inefficient policy commonly observed in developing coun-
tries: taxing firms on the basis of turnover rather than profits. In con-
trast to models without evasion in which the optimal tax base is pure
profits ðpreserving production efficiencyÞ, in the presence of evasion the
optimal tax base sacrifices some production efficiency in order to curtail
evasion levels. Our optimality conditions relate the choice of tax base to
the elasticities of real production and tax evasion with respect to the tax
wedge on each margin. A pure turnover tax may be better than a pure
profit tax in terms of social welfare, although in general the social opti-
mum lies in between the two extremes.
To study this empirically, we have developed a quasi-experimental ap-

proach based on a minimum tax scheme that is ubiquitous in the de-
veloping world: taxing each firm on either profits or turnover, depend-
ing on which tax liability is larger. We have shown that such schemes can
be used to estimate tight bounds on the evasion response to switching
from profits to turnover taxation. Using administrative tax records on
corporations in Pakistan, we estimate that a switch from profit taxation to
turnover taxation reduces evasion levels by up to 60–70 percent of cor-
porate income. Linking these estimates back to our theoretical frame-
work, we find that the optimal tax system has a base that is far broader
than profits and that a switch to pure turnover taxation ðalthough not the
social optimumÞ may create a revenue gain of 74 percent without re-
ducing aggregate profits. This welfare gain does not incorporate general
equilibrium effects—including those coming from cascading effects of
turnover taxation—which we show have offsetting impacts on the welfare
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analysis and depend on parameters that we do not estimate. Future work
will hopefully provide evidence on those general equilibrium aspects in
order to provide a stronger foundation for the policy advice given to de-
veloping countries, building on the approach we have developed here.

Appendix A

A. Proof of Proposition 1

Since firms are optimizing their choices of y and ĉ, the envelope theorem implies
that we can write the changes in welfare from changes in t, m as

yW
yt
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Rewriting T ðy; ĉÞ as tðy 2 m½ðĉ 2 cÞ1 c�Þ, note that yT=yy 5 t½12 mc 0ðyÞ�5 tE
using the firm’s optimality condition for y and that yT=yðĉ 2 cÞ5 2tm. Denote
the ðnormalizedÞ mechanical welfare effects of t and m by

Mt ;
yT ðy; ĉÞ

yt
� l2 1

l
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l
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and
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l
≤ 0;

so that the total welfare effects of changing t, m can be written as
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For m 5 1, an increase in the tax base has a second-order negative impact on
production efficiency but a first-order positive impact on evasion reduction, that
is,

yW
ym

.
l5Mm 2 t

yðĉ 2 cÞ
ym

< 0:

This result also holds for l 5 1, in which case Mm 5 0.
For m 5 0, a decrease in the tax base has a second-order negative impact on

evasion reduction but a first-order positive impact on production efficiency.
Notice that
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if Mm is sufficiently small. However, since the impact on evasion is of second or-
der, we can use the same argument as before to argue that a tax-neutral increase
in m and t, for a given y, will increase y and thus increase welfare, starting from
m 5 0.

To characterize the relation between the tax rate t and the tax base m, consider
a joint increase dm and dt5 ½tĉ=ðy 2 mĉÞ�dm such that the mechanical welfare
effects Mt and Mm cancel out. The welfare effect of this change thus depends on
the responses in y and ĉ 2 c. That is,
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Rewriting this in terms of elasticities, using
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we find
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Notice that dW/l5 0 is required for the initial level of t and m to be optimal, and
so the expression in the proposition follows.

B. Proof of Proposition 2

In general equilibrium, welfare is given byW5PA1PB1 lðTA1 TB2 RÞ, and so
the total welfare effect of changing t ðby an envelope argument similar to the
proof of proposition 1Þ is
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with
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The second equality follows by inserting the final sector firm’s optimality con-
ditions and the third by noting that yyB=yt5 F 0

lB
ylB=yt1 F 0

yA
yyA=yt and that the

final sector firm sets MRTSlB ;yA 5 12 tE . The mechanical effect in the general
equilibrium setting now also incorporates an incidence effect:
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where εpA ; ðypA=ytE Þ=ðtE=pAÞ is the elasticity of the intermediate good’s price
with respect to the effective tax rate. Similarly, the welfare effect of changing m is
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where the mechanical effect is
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To characterize the relation between the tax rate t and the tax base m, consider
a joint increase dm and dt such that the mechanical welfare effects ~M t and ~M m

cancel out:
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Rewriting in terms of elasticities using

ytE=ym
ytE=yt

5 2
tð12 tÞ
12 m

;

we find

dW
l

5

�
t

12 t
½11 aðmÞ� ytE

yt
εybP̂2 ðĉ 2 cÞεĉ2c ½11 ð12 bÞεpA �

�

� tðyB 1 pAyAÞ
pAyA 1 yB 2 mĉ 1

t

tE
pAyAð12 mÞεpA

ytE
yt

dm;

and setting the term in braces to zero yields the expression in the proposition.

C. Calibration Details

This section provides further details on the modeling assumptions and the dif-
ferent steps of the calibration underlying the numerical welfare analysis in
Section VI. We assume a production function with constant elasticity εy,

yiðcÞ5 Aiðc 2 FiÞεy=ð11εyÞ=
εy

11 εy
;

where Ai is a firm-specific scale parameter and Fi captures the firm’s fixed costs,
and an evasion cost function with constant elasticity εĉ2c ,

giðĉ 2 cÞ5 Biðĉ 2 cÞð11εĉ2c Þ=εĉ2c=
11 εĉ2c

εĉ2c

;

where Bi is a firm-specific scale parameter. The firm maximizes after-tax profits
accounting for the cost of evasion when facing a policy ðt, mÞ, which implies the
following production and evasion choices:

yi 5 Að11εyÞ
i ð12 tEÞεy= εy

11 εy
; ðA7Þ

ci 5 Fi 1 Að11εyÞ
i ð12 tE Þð11εyÞ; ðA8Þ

ĉi 2 ci 5
�
tm

Bi

�εĉ2c

: ðA9Þ

We assume a uniform production elasticity εy 5 .5. For each firm i, we cali-
brate the scale parameter Ai to match the turnover yi reported on its tax return
using ðA7Þ. We calibrate the parameters of the evasion cost function assuming a
uniform evasion elasticity εĉ2c such that for each firm the evasion rate ðĉi 2 ciÞ=yi
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equals .169 � ð.005/.20Þ5 .0042 and .669 � ð.005/.35Þ5 .0096 for ðt, mÞ5 ð.20,
1Þ and ðt, mÞ5 ð.35, 1Þ, respectively, using ðA7Þ and ðA9Þ. This corresponds to our
evasion rate response estimates in table 2 for low-rate and high-rate firms, re-
spectively, assuming a production elasticity εy 5 .5. Finally, for each firm i, we
calibrate the fixed-cost parameter Fi such that the sum of the cost ci and evasion
ĉi 2 ci implied by the firm’s optimal choices matches the cost reported on its tax
return, using ðA8Þ and ðA9Þ. We use the tax reports in 2008 when all firms were
subject to a profit tax. We account for the preferential low rate that some firms
face in the calibration but ignore this distinction in our numerical calculations
for different policies.

For our numerical analysis, we calculate aggregate tax revenues and aggregate
after-tax profits net of evasion costs for each tax policy ðt, mÞ. We use ðt, mÞ 5
ð.35, 1Þ as the benchmark policy to determine the firms’ aggregate profit con-
straint. When changing the assumed value for the production elasticity, we follow
the same procedure to recalibrate our model such that it remains consistent with
our empirical estimates and the distribution of reported turnover and costs.

D. Additional Tables

TABLE A1
Comparison of Missing and Nonmissing Observations

Observations
ð1Þ

Median
ð2Þ

Mean
ð3Þ

Standard
Deviation

ð4Þ
A. Firms Reporting Profits and Turnover

Profits 15,681 .1 2.7 12.3
Turnover 15,681 18.7 181.0 703.5
Salary 6,714 6.3 25.9 76.6
Interest 8,361 .5 10.7 49.9
Share of low-rate firms 15,681 .20

B. Firms Reporting Profits Only

Profits 11,754 .0 2.8 12.5
Salary 2,800 9.1 35.9 94.5
Interest 4,185 .2 13.1 74.7
Share of low-rate firms 10,467 .16

C. Firms Reporting Turnover Only

Turnover 8,546 9.2 454.5 7,401.3
Salary 3,073 5.0 37.9 272.0
Interest 3,763 .7 40.2 260.1
Share of low-rate firms 8,546 .27

Note.—The table compares different samples of firms depending on whether or not
they report profits and turnover. This is based on the final data ðafter consistency checks
are appliedÞ for all years pooled, excluding each year in the top and bottom 5 percent tails
in terms of profits. Panel A considers firms that report both profits and turnover. Panel B
considers firms that report profits only. Panel C considers firms that report turnover only.
Columns 1–4 report the number of observations, median, mean, and standard deviation
for different observable characteristics ðturnover, profits, salary payments, interest pay-
ments, share of small firmsÞ. All statistics are in millions of Pakistani rupees.
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TABLE A2
Data Cleaning Steps: Sample Definition

Sample Definition

Firms reporting profits
and turnover

Firms reporting profits P, turnover y, and incorporation date D.
Based on P and y, derive implied tax liabilities ~T y, ~T P

H , and ~T P
Lðhigh and low profit rateÞ.

Consistency check I Drop firm if reported and implied tax liability are inconsistent,
i.e., T y ≠ ~T y or T P ≠ ~T P

H and T P ≠ ~T P
L . If T

P 5 ~T P
H or ~T P

L, assignfH, Lg. If T P is missing, assign fH, Lg based on y, D, and capital
K.

Consistency check II Drop firm if reported and implied taxpayer status are inconsistent,
i.e., if Ty > T P and ~T y < ~T P; T y < T P and ~T y > ~T P; ~T y > ~T P and
T y are missing; and ~T y < ~T P and T P are missing.

Note.—This table explains the consistency checks applied to the data. For all consis-
tency checks, a tolerance threshold of 5 percent is used. Capital K is equity plus retained
earnings. Note that the implied turnover tax liability used for consistency check I is gross
implied turnover tax liability minus net deductions ðwhich are deducted from the tax
liability before the taxpayer status—turnover or profit taxpayer—is determinedÞ. For the
same reason, the profits to turnover ratio used for consistency check II and for the
bunching graphs is ðprofits minus net reductionsÞ/turnover for firms that report positive
net reductions.

TABLE A3
Data Cleaning Steps: Sample Size

Step and Year High-Rate Firms Low-Rate Firms

Raw data:
2006/7/9 45,284
2008 21,445
2010 21,584

Firms reporting profits and turnover:
2006/7/9 10,228 2,899
2008 4,515 1,546
2010 4,862 1,867

After consistency check I:
2006/7/9 10,260 2,197
2008 4,702 1,114
2010 5,193 1,415

After consistency check II:
2006/7/9 9,467 1,965
2008 4,702 1,114
2010 4,661 1,238

Note.—This table displays the sample size for different steps in the cleaning process.
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TABLE A4
Robustness of Bunching Estimates

A. Varying the Order of Polynomial

3 4 5 6 7

High-rate firms, 2006/7/9 4.27 3.92 4.47 6.13 5.59
ð.1Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ

Low-rate firms, 2006/7/9 1.93 2.04 2.00 2.47 2.50
ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.2Þ

High-rate firms, 2010 2.53 2.23 2.04 1.48 1.41
ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ

B. Varying the Number of Excluded Bins

1 2 3 4 5

High-rate firms, 2006/7/9 1.83 2.58 3.68 4.47 2.22
ð.1Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ ð.1Þ

Low-rate firms, 2006/7/9 1.70 2.00 2.01 1.48 1.45
ð.1Þ ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.3Þ ð.3Þ

High-rate firms, 2010 1.81 2.04 2.55 2.41 2.31
ð.1Þ ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.2Þ ð.3Þ

Note.—The table presents estimates of the excess mass b, for different specifications of
the estimating eq. ð14Þ, for the subsamples considered in table 2. Bunching b is the excess
mass in the excluded range around the kink, in proportion to the average counterfactual
density in the excluded range. Panel A presents estimates for different choices of the order
of polynomial q ∈ f3, 4, 5, 6, 7g, for the excluded range chosen as in table 2 ðfour bins on
either side of the kink for high-rate firms in 2006/7/9, two bins otherwiseÞ. Panel B pre-
sents estimates for different choices of the excluded range ðone to five bins on either side of
the kinkÞ for the order of polynomial chosen as in table 2 ðq 5 5Þ. Bootstrapped standard
errors are shown in parentheses.
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